
28/08/2019 AM

Launch area Individual launch Sunrise/Sunset 06:10 / 19:45

Launch period 06:10 - 07:00 Min. ILP → goals 2km

PZs in force all active Next briefing 17:00

Solo flight not required QNH 1019

Task 1 HWZ Task order in any order

a.

MMA R50m
Marker color white
Marker drop gravity
Loggermarker 1

Task 2 HWZ Task order after task #1

a.

MMA R50m
Marker color yellow
Marker drop gravity
Loggermarker 2

Task 3 XDD Task order in any order

a.

MMA -
Marker color orange/red
Marker drop free
Loggermarker -

Task 4 LRN Task order in any order
but not split

a.
b.
c.
d.

MMA -
Marker color -
Marker drop -
Loggermarker 3,4,5

Task 5 FON Task order in any order

a.
b.
c.

d.

MMA -
Marker color -
Marker drop -
Loggermarker 6

Position of various set goals/targets all goals of task #1 except goal scored in task #1

any coordinate (no goal number) with altitude (at or above 1500ft): 
goal altitude must be at least 1000ft higher or lower than declaration 
point

in loggergoal #1, max. 3 valid declarations in flight

Scoring area

Scoring period ends at 0900

Maximum Distance Double Drop (Rule 15.18)

Number of goals permitted

Loggermarker #4, after point A and before point C

min. 2km - no max.

Scoring period

Fly On (Rule 15.5)

Method of declaration

Goals available for declaration

Minimum and maximum distances between declaration 
point and declared goal

entire contest area

entire contest area

Note: Result will be 3D distance

1

Scoring area

Scoring period

entire contest area

north up

Description of scoring area(s) near CLP1: 8999/6469 - 600ft
outer points: approx. 50m from center

Scoring with physical marker only

Scoring area

inner points: approx. 25m from center

entire contest area

Location of point "A"

see sketch

Land Run (Rule 15.12)

Scoring period

ends at 0900

Loggermarker #3

Scoring period ends at 0900

Task data sheet

098 - 9250/6194 - 587ft

162 - 9144/6834 - 609ft

Position of various set goals/targets

Hesitation waltz (Rule 15.3)

Tasks #1, #2, #3, #4, #5

155 - 8624/6714 - 626ft

Flight 1

182 - 8724/7112 - 633ft

ends at 0900

Scoring area entire contest area

Method of determining point "C"
Description of scoring area(s) 

Loggermarker #5, latest 30 minutes after point A
Method of determining point "B"

Hesitation waltz (Rule 15.3)

Scoring area

ends at 0900


